
THE GREAT GATSBY THE QUESTION OF

F. Scott Fitzgerald's Famous & Controversial Jazz-Age Novel. The Great Gatsby is the most famous novel by F. Scott
Fitzgerald. How does F. Scott Fitzgerald reveal character in The Great Gatsby?.

Fitzgerald's story shows the clear delineations between different strata of society: new money, old money,
some money, and no money. How might he not be great? Why did Nick become involved with Jordan, and
why did he break off the relationship? The library supports book groups through the Book Group in a Bag
collection with over different titles available for reservation. In what ways is he not? That is, we can look at
The Great Gatsby's analysis of social and economic class structures for example and examine how these ideas
play out in the novel. How does Gatsby fit that definition? We get even more information when Jay's father
shows up; what's the deal? What about the narrative voice? Who, if any, do you find most sympathetic? Why
is this the first mention of God? Moreover, is pursuing the American dream necessarily a good thing, as
evidenced by The Great Gatsby? In what ways is he great? And in using the word "context" I refer to both the
text of the novel and the world in which it was written. What do the faded eyes of Doctor T. How have the
hopes for a baby girl changed from to today? Which adaptations of the novel have you seen? What does the
novel have to say about the role of symbols in life? Ultimately, what are its politics regarding class? The key
will be context: the best answers will take into account -- as fully as possible -- the larger context of the novel.
How essential is the setting? What makes The Great Gatsby a classic novel? Most important, in what way do
the events of the novel affect Nick Carraway? How do you think Gatsby in the book is different from Gatsby
on the big screen? They seem to stare down at the world blankly, without the need for meaning that drives the
human characters of the novel. What part of his past is Gatsby trying to recapture? Do you find the characters
likable? In the end, which wins out: greatness or mediocrity? Compare and contrast the districts of West Egg
and East Egg. Who really was driving when Myrtle was struck and killed? Does he hold any one group above
the other? Part of Fitzgerald's strength as a writer comes from his imagistic style. After learning that Tom told
Wilson that Gatsby was the driver of the yellow car which wasn't true, though Tom does not seem to have
known that -- an action that resulted in the deaths of both Gatsby and Wilson -- Nick remarks, "They were
careless people, Tom and Daisy -- they smashed up things and creatures and then retreated back into their
money or their vast carelessness or whatever it was that kept them together, and let other people clean up the
mess they had made"  They describe striving forward "we beat on, boats against the current" and drifting
backward "borne back ceaselessly" ; they contrast hope "Gatsby believed in the [ ] future" with despair the
"future that [ ] recedes before us". What types of conflictsâ€”physical, moral, intellectual, or
emotionalâ€”figure in this novel? Why do you think the author chose to tell the story from the perspective of
Nick, a friend of Gatsby? Until George Wilson decides that they are the eyes of God, representing a moral
imperative on which he must act, the eyes are simply an unsettling, unexplained image, as they stare down
over the valley of ashes. What did you think of them? Nick is particularly taken with Gatsby and considers
him a great figure. Do you consider Gatsby to be a "self-made man"? Why is "The Great Gatsby"
controversial? If Nick insists that a person shouldn't criticize others, then why does it matter who killed her?
What point is the author trying to make?


